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Description

Title

Method for Lateral Chromatic Aberration Detection and Correction

The current invention relates to a method for lateral chromatic aberration

detection and correction, to a corresponding optical image processing device and

to a corresponding computer program product.

Prior Art

Chromatic aberration (CA), achromatism or chromatic distortion is a defect of

optical lenses in connection with focusing all colors to the same convergence

point at a certain distance of the lens (axial or longitudinal chromatic aberration)

and/or at a certain location in the focal plane (transverse or lateral chromatic

aberration). Both types of aberration are caused by different refractive indices of

lenses for different wavelengths (dispersion).

Chromatic aberration is evident from images in form of color fringes along

boundaries separating dark and bright areas (edges). The visual effects of

longitudinal and lateral chromatic aberration are different in that longitudinal

chromatic aberration causes fringes in all places in the scene, whereas lateral

chromatic aberration affects objects stronger if they are farther from the center.

Fringes caused by lateral chromatic aberration, in contrast to those due to

longitudinal chromatic aberration, are typically absent in the image center

(typically coinciding with the lens center) and progressively increase toward the

image corners.



The performance of color separation, involved in digital image processing, is

strongly affected by lateral chromatic aberration and the resulting misalignment of

the different color planes.

Chromatic aberration can be reduced or eliminated by using achromatic and

apochromatic lenses comprising glasses with different dispersion. However, such

lenses are heavy and expensive. A reduction of chromatic aberration by stopping

down lenses is, especially in case of lateral chromatic aberration, not always

practicable, desired or effective.

Methods for reducing lateral chromatic aberration, hereinafter referred to as LCA,

are known from US 2008/0284869 A 1, US 7,221 ,793 B2, US 2008/0291447 A 1,

US 6,747,702 B 1 , US 7,227,574 B2, US 2009/0052769 A 1, US 7,577,292 B2,

US 2007/0242897 A 1, US 7,346,210 B2, US 7,142,238 B 1 , JP 2002 320237 A ,

US 7,425,988 B2, JP 2000 299874 A, US 2008/0007630 A 1, US 7,466,495 B2,

US 2008/0062409 A 1 and US 7,356,198 B2.

The prior art methods, however, have significant disadvantages. In some cases,

pre-calculated LCA model parameters for a certain lens type in the form of a

look-up table are used to correct LCA artifacts. These methods are thus limited to

the specific lens described by the look-up table. Other prior art documents just

disclose LCA correction without taking into account the specific characteristics of

lens and LCA present and thus may under- or overcorrect artifacts. In some

cases, specific artifacts, referred to as "purple fringing", are targeted, regardless

of their origin, in form of a post-processing step. Typically, the prior art methods

are not suitable to correct the resolution losses caused by LCA.

Thus, a need for improved ways for detecting and correcting lateral chromatic

aberration exists.

Disclosure of the Invention

According to the invention, a method for lateral chromatic aberration detection

and correction, a corresponding optical image processing device and a



corresponding computer program product according to the independent claims is

provided. Preferred embodiments are the subject of the dependent claims and of

the description.

Advantages of the Invention

In contrast to the prior art, the current invention includes providing an LCA model

to estimate LCA magnification or shift parameters caR and caB, corresponding to

a chromatic aberration shift of the red (in the following referred to as "R") and

blue ("B") color plane or component with respect to the green ("G") color plane or

component with sub-pixel accuracy, from an arbitrary input image. The method

does thus not require use of a reference image known in advance. Based on an

edge detection method and including a detection of zero crossings of the red and

blue color signals, LCA correction is performed with the LCA parameters thus

determined to remove LCA deformations from the image.

Further advantages and embodiments of the invention will be evident from the

description and the accompanying drawings. It should be noted that the features

mentioned above and to be explained below are not limited to the indicated

combinations but are likewise usable in other combinations or alone without

departing from the scope of the current invention.

The invention is illustrated by embodiments in the drawings and will be described

with reference to the drawings.

Figures

Figure 1 schematically illustrates a Bayer grid according to the prior art.

Figure 2 illustrates an horizontal edge of a color signal including an LCA shift.

Figure 3 illustrates a radial LCA shift of a pixel of a R color plane.

Figure 4 illustrates a radial LCA color shift of a R color plane in an image.



Figure 5 illustrates a radial LCA color shift of a B color plane in an image.

Figure 6 illustrates a method for LCA detection and correction according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 7 illustrates a method for LCA detection according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention.

Figure 8 illustrates a method of detecting position of an edge of a color signal

according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 9 illustrates a method of calculating a correction factor according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 10 illustrates details of calculating a correction factor according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 11 illustrates the restriction of an LCA determination to an image area

according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 12 illustrates a method of calculating an LCA shift according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention.

Figure 13 illustrates a method of calculating an edge position with sub-pixel

accuracy according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 14 illustrates a bilinear interpolation on a pixel grid according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 15 illustrates a method of determining a shift vector according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.



In Figure 1, an image sensor 100 in form of a Bayer grid sensor as frequently

used in digital image recording and/or processing devices is shown. It should be

noted that, even if the current application is exemplified with a Bayer grid sensor,

the methods described herein are equally useful with other types of image

sensors including grids wherein different color pixels are recorded at different

locations. In the sensor 100, the R, G (in form of G 1 and G2) and B pixels are

placed in a so-called Bayer pattern.

As the different colors are recorded at different locations (pixels), a color

separator is required to interpolate (find an estimate) of R, G and B values at the

current pixel on a position (x, y) by using existing samples in the neighborhood

of the current location. This image "reconstruction" to a full resolution can only be

performed satisfactorily if all three image planes are well aligned, i.e. when no

shift exists between them. However, lateral chromatic aberration misaligns color

planes and thus reduces the performance of the color separator.

An example of LCA is presented in Figure 2 , where a horizontal edge 200 in an

image including a horizontal (x) color shift of the R and B color planes (dRx, dBx)

is shown. A similar effect can also be noticed in the vertical (dRy, dBy) or any

other direction. For the following discussion, r shall represent a radial distance of

the current pixel from the center of the sensor (typically coincident with the center

of the lens) and caR and caB are parameters of the LCA model for the R and B

color planes respectively. In the following description, these two parameters will

also, commonly, be referred to as caRB.

LCA misalignment can be modeled by a 3rd order polynomial:

caRB * r3 + caRB2
* r2 + caRB- * r + caRB

For reasons of robustness and easier parameter estimation, this function can be

simplified to a first order polynomial form

f{r) = caRB * r.



A crucial aspect of the current invention is the determination of the caRB

parameters. The function f(r) describes a shift of the R and B pixels with respect

to the (reference) G pixel and is depicted as a shift vector (dRx, dRy) in Figure 3 .

As can be seen from Figure 3 , the "real" values of the R or B pixels on any

position (x, y) are not the ones that are measured on that position but are

displaced to a new location given by the shift vector. This new position is usually

not located on the existing pixel grid, so the real pixel's value has to be estimated

from its neighbors k , I, m and n.

LCA color shifts in an image with 25 * 25 pixels are exemplified in Figure 4 (for

the R plane) and Figure 5 (for the B plane). It can be noticed that shifts are

approximately zero in the image center and that they increase in their absolute

value towards the image edge. In most cases, if the G color plane is taken as a

reference, the shift of the R color plane has a direction opposite to the shift of the

B color plane. As evident from Figures 4 and 5 , the resulting effect is equivalent

to a "magnification" of the R color plane and a "shrinking" of the B color plane.

The steps of the zero-crossing based detection method according to an

embodiment of the current invention are schematically shown in Figure 6 . The

current invention includes detecting 10 LCA directly from the image and

estimating or determining 20 the LCA magnification parameters caR and caB. A

LCA parameter calculation method is employed which directly estimates the LCA

shift from the image data, based on the detection of zero-crossings. After

estimation of the parameters, and after a reliability check 30, LCA correction 40 is

performed via re-sampling the R and B color planes.

Input to the methods of the invention are R, G and B color planes originating,

e.g., from a Bayer pattern sensor as in Figure 1. The LCA shift between the G

and R (or B) color channels is measured by matching corresponding edges in

these color channels and by calculating their distances (dRx, dRy, dBx and dBy,

cf. Figure 2) with sub-pixel accuracy. For this purpose, an edge detection for all

three color channels needs to be performed and the edge distances between the

R and the G as well as the B and the G color channel need to be determined.

However, due to the color planes originating, e.g., from a Bayer grid, the values



of the R, G and B color pixels on each location are not directly available.

Therefore, when estimating LCA shifts, one has to correct for a total color plane

shift to enable a correct matching.

For this purpose, e.g., lists LCA_R and LCA_B of relevant data for all edge pixels

which are taken for the LCA detection are generated. For instance, the first two

columns of such lists are the line and the pixel number of the edge pixel and the

third column is a detected shift (which can be positive, negative or zero).

The overall steps of LCA detection are set forth below and illustrated in Figure 7 .

Essentially, these steps include recalculating 1 the G color samples on the R and

B Bayer grid position, low-pass filtering 2 the color planes as preparation for the

edge detection, edge detection 3 using a Laplacian operator and a set of

conditions, calculating 4 a correction factor for an edge shift, a check 5 whether

the detected edge pixels satisfy a set of conditions, calculating 6 a LCA shift

between color planes with sub-pixel accuracy and generating 7 a list of data for

detected edge pixels, marking their position and LCA shift.

As mentioned above, a correct matching of edges originating from three color

planes needs to be performed. For this matching to be feasible, G color samples

can be recalculated 1 (see Figure 7) to correspond to the R and B pixel positions.

These new color planes will be referred to as GonR and GonB. A second option

is to correct for the edge shift that is equal to 0.5 pixels during calculation of the

edge shift. For instance, for calculation of the horizontal edge shift between the G

and B color planes, an edge detection on the G2 (cf. Figure 1) pixels and, in the

vertical direction, on the G 1 pixels may be performed. Similarly, for calculation of

the horizontal edge shift between the G and R color planes, an edge detection on

the G 1 pixels and, in the vertical direction, on the G2 pixels may be performed.

If, for example, an edge is detected in the horizontal direction (vertical edge) on

the B color plane on a position (x, y) = (2, 2) relative to the B color plane (with an

absolute position on Figure 1 of (x, y) = (3, 3)), the edge should be at a position

of (x, y) = ( 1 .5, 2) on the G2 color plane, provided no edge shift between the G

and B color planes exists. This 0.5 pixel shift needs to be corrected in the further



calculations. Similar arguments hold for edges detected in a vertical direction, as

well as for the detection of edge shift between the R and G color planes. For the

ease of explanation, position corrected G color planes that are used for color shift

detection will be referred to as GonR and GonB color planes.

As mentioned above, a low-pass filtering 2 (cf. Figure 7) of the R, B, GonR and/or

GonB color planes is performed as preparation for the edge detection.

Edge positions should be detected with sub-pixel accuracy on all color planes.

Edges can, in the context of the current application, be detected, e.g., by means

of a Sobel or Canny or any other edge detector. Many of the known methods,

however, do not produce one pixel wide edges. Therefore, consecutive edge

tinning must be applied. However, with 1st order high-pass filters it may be

difficult to find a sub-pixel accuracy position of the edge.

Therefore, preferably edge detection is performed including filtering 3 to improve

the noise robustness (cf. Figure 7) using a second order high-pass filter (e.g., a

Laplacian filter [-1 2 -1]) which has zero output on the position of an edge.

Furthermore, advantageously several test criterions are checked. Separate

calculations for the horizontal and vertical direction need to be performed to

reduce the influence of neighboring edges on the edge detection and the position

of the edge. The Laplacian operator is generally rather noise sensitive, which is

why it is advantageously combined with a Gaussian low-pass filter in the same

direction as a high-pass filter part. This operator is also referred to as Laplacian

of Gaussian (LOG) and is in fact a band-pass filter with better noise suppression.

For extra noise robustness, prior to LOG filtering, a low-pass filter can be applied

in the direction opposite to the main filtering direction. Instead of applying a LOG

filter with a pre-filtering operation in the opposite direction from the edge

detection operation, also a 2D low-pass filtering and then a simple Laplacian

filtering operation may be performed.

As stated, this operation is advantageously performed for robust and accurate

edge detection, however, it is equally beneficial for the line-angle detection

operation (described below) where a 1st order high-pass filter is used. For



example, a 2D low-pass filter that can be advantageously used for filtering all

color channels (R, GonR, GonB and B) is given by

As a further step 3 (cf. Figure 7), as noted above, candidate edges for further

processing are to be determined. As previously explained, a Laplacian filter

[-1 2 -1] will be applied on all color planes, separately in the horizontal and

vertical direction. However, advantageously only such types of edges should be

taken into account which enable a good and correct detection of the LCA shift.

Such edges advantageously include isolated edges with sufficient magnitude

(dynamic range).

In Figure 8 , an edge of one of the four color signals, generically referred to as "C"

(C = R, GonR, GonB and B), is shown at and between four pixel positions

(samples), px-1 , px, px+1 and px+2. In Figure 8 , the high-pass output of the

Laplacian filter is shown in form as a signal hp. The real position E of the edge of

the signal C is usually not positioned on one of the pixels px-1 , px, px+1 and

px+2, and can be determined by the zero crossing. To define a sub-pixel position

of the edge, a reference point P of the edge pixel found with a pixel accuracy on

the position px is used. The value ∆ indicates the sub-pixel position of the zero

crossing (i.e., the distance between the real edge position E and the position P of

the detected edge pixel). While crossing zero, the sign 800 of the hp signal

changes its value, for example, from - to +.

If an adequate, isolated edge with sufficient dynamic range is to be detected,

advantageously the following condition set is applied:

hp px ) * hp{px) ≥ &&

/?p(px+1 ) * hp{px+2) ≥ &&

hp{px) * hp px+ ) < &&

\ (C(px) - C px+ )) \ > TH.



In other words, two samples on the left of the edge zero-crossing and two

samples on the right of the edge zero-crossing should have the same sign, while

hp changes sign between the two middle samples. Furthermore, the edge height

needs to be larger than a threshold TH. A check on the edge size is performed

on the image itself, not on the high-pass signal. TH can be a constant, but may

equally depend from the global contrast in the image or even on a local contrast.

The step of applying the condition set on the detected edges is performed

separately in the horizontal and vertical direction for all four color planes.

Detection in the diagonal direction is also advantageous but more complex.

In a next step 4 (cf. Figure 7), a correction factor (CF) is calculated. To illustrate

the principles of calculating CF, in Figure 9 a detected edge on the GonR (see

above) color channel and its corresponding edge detected in the R color channel

is shown in a quadrant of an image with an image center at (Xc, Yc). To describe

the LCA shift, a distance between R and GonR (the G color plane at the R

position) is to be calculated (see also Figure 2). The distance calculation should

(cf. Figures 4 and 5) most advantageously be performed in the radial direction

900, resulting in a distance d . However, this operation is challenging to be

performed correctly. For this reason, the distance d between the lines is

measured in the horizontal dx or vertical dy direction, depending on the edge

direction. However, the radial distance of two edges (distance d between points A

and B in Fig. 9) is not equal to their horizontal distance (distance dx between A

and C in Figure 9) or vertical distance (distance dy between A and D in Figure 9).

Therefore, a conversion has to be applied to correct this discrepancy, which is

performed by using a correction factor (CF). CF depends on two angles, namely

the pixel angle Θ and an edge angle a . Angles are defined counter-clockwise,

starting from the positive direction of the x-axis, where the x-axis and the y-axis

pass trough the image center (Xc, Yc). The Angle Θ (in Figure 9) represents an

angle of the current pixel with respect to the image center. It is in the range from

0 to 2ττ . a is an angle of the considered edge trough that pixel and is in the the

range from 0 to ττ .



To derive an exact formula for CF, it should be noted that the edge pixel denoted

A in Figure 9 will be shifted in the R (or B) color plane to a position B in the radial

direction (in the following, a shift outwards will be assumed and assigned a

positive sign). The shift distance is d . The shift is measured in the horizontal and

in the vertical direction. A search is performed in the horizontal direction around

pixel A and a pixel D will be found in a distance dx. Similarly, in the vertical

direction, a pixel C will be found in a distance dy. However, we must realize that

found edge pixels C and D originate from pixels A and A2 from the edge line in

the G color channel, respectively, and not from the considered edge pixel A . As

long as pixels A , A and A2 are collinear, this does not represent a problem, but if

they do not lie not on the same line, the pixels C and D are falsely determined,

and, thus, this edge pixel has to be ignored.

Figure 10 includes further details when compared with Figure 9 . The left part of

Figure 10 largely corresponds to Figure 9 whereas the right part of Figure 10

shows an enlarged portion of the shaded region in the left part of Figure 10. From

Figures 9 and 10 it can be noted that CF is a factor that transforms a shift

measurement performed in a horizontal (dx) or vertical (dy) direction to the

(radial) direction. This factor is different in the horizontal and vertical direction, so

CFx and CFy are different:

d = dx * CFx = dy * CFy.

CFx can be derived as follows (cf. Figure 10, right part):

D = dx * sin(TT- a) = d * sin(n - (a - Θ)) →

dx * sin(a) = d * sin(a - Θ) →

d = dx * sin(a)/sin(a - Θ) →

CFx = sin(a)/sin(a - Θ) .

Correspondingly, CFy can be derived as follows (cf. Figure 10, right part):

D = dy * sin(a - ττ 2) = d * sin(n - ( a - Θ)) →

dy * cos(a) = d * sin(a - Θ) →



d = dy * cos(a)/sin(a - Θ) →

CFy = cos(a)/sin(a - Θ) .

Since only the modulo and not the sign of dx and dy should be changed by CF,

CF is defined advantageously with an absolute value so that it is valid for all four

quadrants of the angle Θ and all angles a . Hence,

CFx = Isin(a)/sin(a - Θ) | , CFy = | cos(a)/sin(a - Θ) | .

In a next step 5 (cf. Figure 7), a check is performed whether detected edge pixels

satisfy a set of conditions. For successful operation, the detected edge should be

an isolated one to ensure that we the same edge is matched in different color

planes. Hence, for example, around the current GonR edge pixel there should to

be no other detected edge in the GonR color plane. Otherwise, a detected R

edge could be matched with the wrong edge in GonR. This search should be

advantageously performed in a consistent manner and isolated edge pixels

should be ignored. Therefore, one has to check for a set of conditions (which will

be explained in the following regarding the example of the R color plane but are

equally valid for the B color plane):

1) an edge at the current GonR pixel exists;

2) no edges on the same horizontal (or vertical) line within the search area

around the current GonR edge pixel exist;

3) only one edge in the R color plane within the search area exists;

4) at least one extra edge pixel in the upper or lower line exists which is

8-connected with the current edge pixel (is within the 3x3 window around the

current pixel);

5) the hp signal in GonR changes its sign (zero crossing);



edges in GonR and in R color planes should be similar;

for instance they should look like each other and have similar size. They

should be of the same type (have the same sign of the second pixel out of

four considered pixels around an edge). Consequently, measurement of

luminance edges is preferred over color edges;

for edge checking in horizontal direction, the edge angle a (Figure 9) should

be between ττ/4 and 3ττ/4; for the vertical direction, the angle a should be

between [0 ... ττ/4] or [3π /4 ... ττ] ; furthermore, the edges in the R and GonR

as well as in the B and GonB color planes should have a similar angle a to

insure the same edge is matched,

the correction factor CF is between TH-i (for instance 0.5) and TH2 (for

instance 2); the larger or the smaller the CF, the more error is introduced to

the LCA measurement, so such edge pixels will be skipped;

the LCA shift according to its simple model is linearly dependent on the radial

distance of the pixel from the image center:

f(r) = d = caRB * r. For small radial distances, this shift is very small and can

not be estimated well, since mainly noise will be measured. To prevent this, it

is preferred not to perform any measurement close to the image center, i.e.

for r < /¾, where, for instance, / = 0.2D, where D is the length of a half

diagonal of the image (Figure ) . r0 can also set as depending on the

maximum expected LCA shift and to a value where, for instance, the

absolute value of the LCA color shift equals half a pixel. As a simplification,

to decrease complexity of calculating the acceptance mask M, a rectangle

can be used (small rectangle in Figure 11) . In this case, the acceptance

condition is that the current pixel coordinates (x, y) satisfy the criteria

| x - Xc | > r0 OR \ y - Yc \ > r ,

where OR represents a logical or function, |.| represents an absolute value

and (Xc ,Yc) are coordinates of the center of the image;



10) small LCA measured shifts should be ignored, since such an accuracy can

not be achieved; also, the total LCA shift should be smaller than the

presumed maximum shift in pixels (lens dependent);

11) purple fringing caused by blooming and saturated image signals (streaking)

can be confused for a LCA effect. A solution for this problem advantageously

includes to exclude all measurements in the neighborhood of very bright

pixels. Likewise, all pixels in (-δ , δ ) neighborhood of the bright pixel in both

horizontal and vertical direction may be excluded.

If all of these conditions are not satisfied, the current GonR edge pixel is skipped.

The search area is a parameter that depends on a lens, a radial distance from

the image center and an edge angle. By examining the LCA model formula

f(r) = caRB *r , one can notice that a lens of lower quality and especially wide

angle and zoom lenses have larger caRB parameters, resulting in larger color

shift, spanning more than four pixels at the image corners. Also, the color shift

increases with the radial distance from the center. Finally, in case when dx > d or

dy > d (CF < 1, cf. Figures 9 and 10), one has to extend the search area by

dividing it with CF. In this way, the search area can be made adaptable. If

characteristics of the used lens are unknown, one can, e.g., assume that the

maximum shift of LCA is n pixels. However, if too large maximum shift is allowed

in the calculations, this might result in a situation wherein the edge detection

algorithm can not find enough reliable edges in natural scenes.

Therefore, an optimal value of n can be determined in a loop, starting with a

larger n and, depending on the results (sufficient amount of detected edges and a

reliable measurement), leaving it as it is or starting to reduce it. If a real maximum

shift of LCA is larger than the value of n used, serious errors are introduced in the

measurement since pixels could be matched which belong to different edges

(objects). If blue and red shift are always of the opposite sign, as well as if the

direction of the shift is known (for instance, the shift of red always is directed out

from the center and blue shift towards the center), the algorithm may be



improved since one knows in advance in which direction to search for

corresponding edges and completely disregard the opposite direction.

In step 6 (cf. Figure 7), an LCA shift between R, GonR, GonB and B color planes

is calculated. Four pixels which are used for the detection of the edge position

are /?p(px-1 ) , hp(px), hp px+ ) and hp(px+2) are illustrated in Figure 12. If an

edge on a GonR or GonB color channel is detected on a position px, the real

sub-pixel edge position is at a position of px + ∆ -, ∆ - < 1, on a corresponding grid.

∆ ι is a sub-pixel distance from the second pixel to the zero crossing in the GonR

(or GonB) color plane. One also notices in Figure 8 that two middle pixel values

hp(px) and hp px+ ) have an opposite sign.

Assuming that an edge pixel was detected in the GonR color plane and a

corresponding edge in the R color plane, and further assuming that these satisfy

a set of conditions given in the previous paragraph, their mutual distance in a

horizontal or vertical direction, corrected with the corresponding correction factor

CF represents their sub-pixel accuracy shift. CF is a factor that transforms a shift

measurement performed in a horizontal or vertical direction to the radial direction,

so the real LCA is given as d = dx * CFx = dy * CFy. This variable is called CF,

for both horizontal and vertical direction. The variables dx and dy are depicted in

Figure 12 as dRx and dRy.

Finally, the LCA shift vector is given as CF * (∆ - ∆ ι + ∆ 2) on a R (or B) color grid

(see Figure 12). On a full image grid (full Bayer grid sampling frequency), this

distance is two times larger. Hence, a candidate edge pixel was recorded with its

coordinates (line and pixel number) and a value of the lateral chromatic

aberration (shift between color planes) calculated in units of pixels on the R or B

color plane.

As a further step 7 (cf. Figure 7), a sub-pixel accuracy edge position depicted

with ∆ ι (θ ∆ 2) η Figure 12 is calculated. This can be achieved for instance using

an interpolation technique of the prior art and by finding a place where this curve

passes trough zero. In Figure 13 an example of the high-pass signal hp, shown

with four pixels around the zero-crossing position is shown. Values of this signal



are hp(px-1 ) = A , hp(px) = B, hp p x+ ) = C and hp(px+2) = D. A linear

interpolation is a very simple and advantageous form of interpolation which takes

into account only two neighboring pixels (px and px+1 ) . Using the similarity of

triangles, one obtains the relationship B / ∆ ι = C / (1-∆ ι) , yielding a value 130 for

the distance of the zero-crossing (distance to the position of an edge) from a

pixel px, ∆ ι = B/(B-C) at a position close to its real value x .

A better (and more complex) approximation of a real edge position can be

achieved using, for instance, a cubic interpolation. This interpolation technique

uses all four neighboring pixels and approximates a function between the points

px and px+1 by a 3rd order polynomial y(x) = a0
* x + a * x 2 + a2

* x + a3, where

a0, a - , a2 and a3 are polynomial coefficients that can be derived from values A, B,

C and D and x is the position between points px and px+1 at which the

interpolated function value is to be calculated. The polynomial coefficients are

equal to: aQ= D - C - A + B, a - = A - B - aQ, a = C - A and a3 = B. A position x is

to be found at which interpolation value y(x) yields a value equal to zero (zero-

crossing point). Here, an analytical solution is complex to be found directly, so

advantageously values | y(x) | starting from x = 0 (at point px) to x = 1 (at point

px+1 ) are calculated with a certain step and a position x is found that gives a

minimum value of the approximation. For instance, a step of 0.1 can be taken,

which represents a target sub-pixel accuracy of 0.1 . The value of x found, giving

a minimum value of | y(x) | , is a good approximation of ∆ ι for the GonR edge and

∆ 2 for the R edge (from Figure 12).

According to the discussion above, LCA can be seen as different magnification of

the R and B color planes. The parameter caR represents a magnification of the R

color plane and caB of the B color plane. caR and caB are used afterwards to

construct shift vectors of each R (or B) pixel with respect to the G pixel. Real

magnification is equal to 1 + caRB (caRB representing both caR and caB LCA

parameters). If, e.g., caRB = 0.01 , pixel shift for a certain pixel is equal to

d = r * caRB = r * 0.01 , where d represents a number of pixels shift in the radial

direction (see Figure 9). On a position on a distance of 100 pixels from the image

center (r = 100), shift d is 1 pixel on a R (or B) color plane, which is equal to 2

pixels on the full Bayer grid.



Since d = caRB * r, the shift in the horizontal direction is dx = caRB * (x - Xc) and

in the vertical direction dy = caRB * (y- Yc), where x and y represent x and y

coordinates of the current pixel with respect to the top-left image position.

Likewise, for each pixel, the parameter caRB can be estimated as d/r. To find a

better average estimate, one can average all d/r values in that image and find an

average parameter caRB. However, the accuracy of this method is lower than the

mean square error method in which, for instance, a linear fit is performed to

satisfy the formula d = caRB * r. Correspondingly, a value of caRB with a least

mean-square error is estimated as:

∑ caRBi r

caRB = —

wherein the sum is taken over all considered R (or B) edge pixels.

Above, a case was shown in which a 1st order approximation of LCA was used. It

is, however, as mentioned, also possible to use a 3rd order LCA model, in which

f( ) = caRB * r2 + caRB2
* r2 +caRB^ * r + caRB . The parameters caRB can also

be estimated using, for instance, a mean-square or some other method to obtain

a better estimate of the real model of LCA. However, these calculations are much

more complex and their sensitivity to outliers is larger as in the case of a 1st order

approximation. This is why always some kind of data and parameters checks

have to be performed to ensure a correct LCA model.

If caR, which is a LCA parameter for R color plane, is calculated, one may notice

that measured data often show large spread. Spread can be caused by

measurement errors, inaccuracy problems, matching wrong edges and other

effects. To achieve a certain accuracy of the measurement, one depends on a

sufficient amount of measurement points which statistically give a good estimate

of the LCA parameters. This is why it is better to perform some statistical tests

and discard data that are likely to be wrong. In a second step, additional checks

are performed. As an example, one can for instance discard all measurement



points that are too far from the average measurement obtained in the previous

step. For instance, data that is not in the range (caRB - 3 * σ ... caRB + 3 *o)

may be ignored. Here σ can represent a standard deviation of the measured data

and caRB is estimated in the previous step. However, measured standard

deviation can be very large, so σ may be limited by the mean value itself (caRB).

Likewise, effectively and efficiently data can be limited between 0 and 2 * caRB.

If the sign of the shifted data is known at this step (from past measurements or

lens characteristics, for instance), one can also require that only data points with

the same sign as their mean value are considered, so that measurements are

disregarded resulting in LCA shifts in the direction opposite to the real shift.

In addition, one can demand to include a sufficient number of measurement

points (for instance more than 100), to be able to reliably estimate the LCA

parameter. Finally, only data that satisfy these conditions can be used to

recalculate the value of caRB.

In a correction step, R/B data are resampled to correct for the lateral chromatic

aberration shift. Lateral chromatic aberration and its 3rd or 1st order shift functions

f(r) have been discussed before. The function f(r) describes a shift of the R (B)

pixels with respect to the G pixel which is taken as a reference. The shift is

depicted as a shift vector in Figure 14. Correspondingly, the real values of the R

or B pixels at any position (x, y) are not the ones that are measured on that

position but are displaced to a new location given by the shift vector. This new

position is, for most of the time, not located on the existing pixel grid, so those

values have to be estimated from their neighbors. For instance, in case of the

bilinear interpolation, four pixels k , I, m and n around the real pixel position are

taken by observing the shift vector. The integer part of the shift vector determines

which four pixels to take, and fractional part determines weights wx and wy for the

interpolation. Here, bilinear re-sampling is performed due to its simplicity. B i

cubic or any other re-sampling is also possible, however somewhat more

expensive since calculations with more pixels (for instance 16) and likewise more

line memories (3 or more instead of 1) are needed.

Firstly, a LCA shift vector is calculated for each R and B pixel under examination.

The vector depends on the chromatic aberration parameters caR (caB) and radial



distance r of the pixel with respect to the optical image center (Xc, Yc). Here, x

and y are pixel coordinates starting at the top left image corner and increasing to

the right and towards down, respectively (see Figure 15).

It can be noted (Figure 15) that the horizontal shift can be given as

dx = d * cosQ = d * rx / r = caRB * r * rx / r = caRB * rx = caRB * (x - Xc).

Similarly,

dy = d * sinQ = d * ry / r = caRB * r * ry / r = caRB * ry = caRB * { y - Yc).

Hence, the shift vector can be represented in terms of the x and y position of the

current pixel in the image avoiding calculating its radial distance r. Thus, writing

the above separately for the R and B color plane, one gets (notice that caR and

caB mainly have opposite sign):

dRx{x, y) = caR * (x - Xc); dRy{x, y) = caR * (y- Yc);

dBx{x, y) = caB * (x - Xc); dBy{x, y) = caB * { y - Yc).

In case a 3rd order LCA shift model is used, caRB are now vectors with four

elements:

caRB = [ caRBz caRB2 caRB^ caRB ] ,

and the corresponding shift vectors for a position (x, y) are:

dRx{x,y) = caR * {x-Xcf+ caR2
* {x-Xcf + caR^ x-Xc + caR ,

dRy{x,y) = caR * {y-Ycf+ caR2
* {y-Ycf + caR^ y-Yc + caR ,

dBx{x,y) = caB * {x-Xcf+ caB2
* {x-Xcf + caB^ * x-Xc + caB ,

dBy{x,y) = caB * {y-Ycf+ caB2
* {y-Yc)2 + caB^ * y-Yc + caB ,

Here, caR and caB are present to accommodate a possibility that a value of

LCA is not equal to zero in the optical center of the image. On the other hand, if



the optical center of the lens (and hence a reference, a zero point for the LCA)

does not coincide with the image center, an offset has to be introduced:

Xc = Total number of pixels (horizontal) 12 + offset (horizontal) and

Yc = Total number of pixels (vertical) 12 + offset (vertical).

As the last step, knowing all the model parameters and shift vectors, one needs

to find an output pixel value which represents a real value that should have been

on a position (x, y), if there was no LCA. To this purpose, various interpolation

techniques can be used, for instance a bi-linear interpolation. For calculating a

real pixel value that corresponds to a current pixel position, one needs to fetch

surrounding four pixels k , I, m, and n (see Figure 14), given by a shift vector

(dRBx, dRBy), for instance equal to (2.2, -2.45).

One also needs a sub-pixel position given by weights wx and wy. If a position of

the current pixel is (x,y), the four neighboring pixels have the coordinates:

k: x +floor{dRBx{x, y)), y + floor{dRBy{x, y)),

I: x + floor{dRBx{x, y)) + 1, y + floor{dRBy{x, y)),

m: x + floor{dRBx{x, y)), y + floor{dRBy{x, y)) + 1,

n: x + floor(dRBx(x, y)) + 1, y+floor(dRBy(x, y)) + 1,

and the corresponding weights are given by

wx = dRBx{x, y) - floor{dRBx{x, y)), wy = dRBy{x, y) - floor{dRBy{x, y)).

floor{.) is a function giving an integer part of the shift. It is equal to a first integer

value smaller than its argument. In the previous example where

{dRBx, dRBy) = (2.2, -2.45), floor(dRSx) = 2 and floor(dRSy) = -3.

Finally, bilinear interpolation function (as in Figure 2) gives an output R or B

value:

outRB(x,y) = ( 1 - wx) * ( 1 - wy) * k + wx
* ( 1 - wy) * I + ( 1 - wx) * wy

* m + wx
* wy

* n ,



which represents a real R (B) value that should have been on a position (x,y) if

there was no LCA.

Correspondingly, all values of R and B pixels are recalculated to correct for effect

of LCA, and good color separation (finding a R, G and B pixel value at each

location) can be performed afterwards. However, this technique is also applicable

when R, G and B pixel values already exist on all grid positions, but LCA

deteriorates the image quality.



A method for detection (10) and correction (40) of a lateral chromatic

aberration shift of at least one of a red (R) and a blue (B) color plane in

relation to a green (G) color plane in digital image data, the method including

for at least one region of the digital image data:

a) determining (3) a first edge in the red (R) and/or blue (B) color plane;

b) determining (3) a second edge in the green (G) color plane or in a color

plane (GonR, GonB) derived (1) from the green (G) color plane, at least

one second edge corresponding to the at least one first edge;

c) determining (6) a shift between the first and second edges; and

d) correcting (40) the lateral chromatic aberration shift by shifting the red (R)

and/or blue (B) color plane in the image region based on the shift between

the first and second edges.

A method according to claim 1, wherein determining (3) the edges in step a)

and/or in step b) includes determining (3) luminance edges and/or edges with

a magnitude exceeding a threshold.

A method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein determining (3) the edges in step

a) and/or in step b) includes determining (3) isolated edges to assure that the

second edge corresponds to the first edge.

A method according any one of the preceding claims, wherein determining (3)

the edges in step a) and/or in step b) includes determining (3) the edges after

using a Laplacian operator and/or checking for a set of conditions.



5 . A method according any one of the preceding claims, wherein the digital

image data are acquired by a pixel sensor ( 100), especially a pixel sensor

( 100) including a Bayer pattern , and wherein a color plane (GonR, Gon B) is

derived ( 1 ) from the green (G) color plane by matching the green (G) color

plane with red (R) and/or blue (B) pixel positions of the pixel sensor ( 100).

6 . A method according any one of the preceding claims, wherein determining (6)

the shift in step c) includes determining (3) a radial distance of the edges

based on a horizontal and/or a vertical distance of the edges and/or on a

correction factor based on a position of the image region in the image data

and orientation of the edge.

7 . A method according any one of the preceding claims, wherein a model

function (f(r)) describing the lateral chromatic aberration shift is used and

parameters (caRB) of the model function (f(r)) are used to correct the LCA

shift of the R and/or B color plane.

8 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein in step d)

correcting (40) the lateral chromatic aberration shift in step d) includes

applying a correction function (outRB(x, y)) based on the shift between the

first and second edges and/or on a model function (f(r)) describing the lateral

chromatic aberration shift to generate corrected image data.

9 . A method according any one of the preceding claims, further including

filtering (2), especially low-pass filtering, the red (R), the blue (B) and/or the

green (G) color plane and/or a color plane (Gon R, GonB) derived ( 1 ) from the

green (G) color plane.

10 . An image processing device for detection ( 10) and correction (40) of a lateral

chromatic aberration shift of at least one of a red (R) and a blue (B) color

plane in relation to a green (G) color plane in digital image data, the method

including, operable for at least one region of the digital image data:



a) means for determining (3) a first edge in the red (R) and/or blue (B) color

plane;

b) means for determining (3) a second edge in the green (G) color plane or

in a color plane (GonR, GonB) derived ( 1 ) from the green (G) color

plane, the at least one second edge corresponding to the at least one

first edge;

c) means for determining (6) a shift between the first and second edges;

and

d) means for correcting (40) the lateral chromatic aberration shift by shifting

the red (R) and/or blue (B) color plane of the image region.

A computer program product adapted to be executed in an image processing

device according to claim 9 and adapted, when executed, to perform a

method according to any one of claims 1 to 8 .
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